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MONROE-TUFLINE
THE QUALITY LINE

Monroe-Tufline manufactures a full range of land tillage equipment for the small gardening
jobs to the large farming operations. Designed with durability in mind, our equipment offers
versatility and easy operation. We have a wide variety of lift and wheel harrows, box scrapers,
grader blades, V-plows subsoilers, disc plows, and pasture renovators.

Tufline's grader blades have a unique telescopic design for
strength and quick adjustment. The GB3 series is available in
6‘, 7', or 8' models with Cat. 1 or 2 clevis type hitch. This model
features a reversable cutting edge, left or right tilt, offset left
or right, and forward or reverse angle adjustment. The GB2
series offers similar features, model gbs-72

Box scrapers are available in three series in widths up to
B'. Each series has a front and rear scraper blade and
scarifier shanks with replaceable hard surfaced points.
The TB2 series also has a hinged rear moldboard com-
pared to the stationary rear moldboard on the TBO and
TBI models, model T8166

Three pt. lift harrows are our specialty at Tufline, so there are
several models to choose from. Whatever your choice is on
frame style, blade spacing, or gang bearings, we can help
you get the type harrow you need to get the job done.
Scrapers are available as an option, modelTH9l62o

Our line of wheel harrows include both tandem and offset
designs. Tandem cutting widths range from 6'B" to 32'.
Offsets range from 6' to 18'9". We have several folding
wing harrows including the tandem flex wing model. The
63 series offset (model shown) offers maximum tillage
with minimum side draft, model 63/103226

Contact Your Local Farm Equipment Dealer

MONROE-TUFLINE* P.O. Box 186

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. Columbus, Mississippi 39703

Telephone (717) 733-7951

HAMILTON EQUIPMENT, INC.
Wholesale Distributors

Visit Our Exhibit During The PA Farm Show. Booth #'s 314*335 Main Floor

Ephrata, PA

Raphine, VA
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